
40K Fat Massage Tools Multifunctional 

Body Facial Massager 3 in 1



Level: 10

Screen Size: approx. 4.3inch

Package Weight: approx. 2.7kg

Box Size: approx. 15* 9.5 * 6.7inch

Power: 200W

Voltage: 110V - 240V

Package Included: 

1 x Main Device. 

1 x Tri-polar Probe. 

1 x Multi-polar Probe. 

1 x 40K Probe. 

1 x ABS Chassis.

1 x English Manual.

2 x Spare Fuse.

1 x Power Cord.

Specifications: 
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Attention
1. Please clean your skin before use;

7. After using the instrument, it is recommended that you use a 

6. When using the 40K massage probe, some customers may 

2. The combination of the instrument and gel (or essential oil) 
    can achieve the best results;
3. During use, operators and users must take off the metal 
    ornaments;
4. It is recommended to use each probe for 10-15 minutes each 
    time, 2-3 times a week;

    every hour of continuous use;
5. Please let the machine rest for more than 10 minutes for 

    experience tinnitus, please don't be afraid, it is normal;

    wet towel or cotton cloth to clean the probe.

      If you find that the instrument can not be started, please 
replace the fuse according to the following method (there are 2 
spare fuses in the manual packing bag)
Please make sure that the instrument is turned off before 
replacing the fuse!!! 

How to change the fuse
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LCD Touch Screen

40K Massage 
Probe Connecter

3 Polar and 4 Polar 
Probe Connecter

On/Off

Power Plug Connecter

Fuse

Air Exhaust
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2.Arm massage
A variety of massage methods 
are at your disposal to achieve 
the effect of  stimulating the 
lymph node, tighten the skin and 
thin arm.

3.From Mode A to D, the working frequency of the probe is 
getting faster and faster, and the interval is getting shorter and 
shorter.

7. People with metal implanted in the body due to surgery or    

    other reasons;

5. Women during menstruation;

6. Patients with skin diseases;

    where there is a wound on the skin;

4. Cancer patient;

1. Pregnant women, children and elders;

3. People who have been less than 3 months after surgery or   

2. Cardiac patient especially those with pacemakers;

8. Patients with the following diseases: high blood pressure, 

    high blood pressure, stomach disease, diabetes, etc.

Not Suitable Crowds
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1.Connect the 2 massage probe besides 
the product screen, 40K massage probe 
for the left, 3 polar probe or 4 polar 
probe for the right;(Attention: Please 
connect the massage probe before turn 
on the machine to avoid electric shock)

 2.Connect to power;

Use Steps

3.Press the button On/Off for 1 time;

4. Press the “ENTER” in the screen 
into the operating mode;

5. Choose the massage probe and 
enter;

6. Adjust the mode(A-D);
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(2) Do a counterclockwise circular 
motion here to stimulate the lymph 
nodes under the axilla;

(4) Massage the entire back to relieve 
back fatigue and improve back curve.

(1) Pushing back and forth like this 
can relieve soreness and massage the 
spine;

(3) Doing counterclockwise circular 
motions on the back and back can 
help break down fat;

1.Back massage
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7. Adjust the massage level(1-10);

8.Apply massage gel to the body part and 
Press the “START” to begin the massage;

9.Press “PAUSE” to stop the massage 
after 10-15 minutes massage for 1 probe;

10.Press “EXIT” to return to the 
operating mode selection page;

11.Wipe up the massage probe;

12.Turn off the product and place it.
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(1) Apply the gel or beauty serum 

evenly to the skin, and then lift 

the facial skin from the bottom to 

the top with a tripolar radio 

frequency probe to keep the skin 

tight. The recommended use time 

is 5 minutes;

1.Facial skin

(2) Apply the gel or beauty serum evenly on the face, and use the 

tripolar radio frequency probe in the direction of the arrow. The 

recommended use time is 5-8 minutes;

(3) From Mode A to D, the working frequency of the probe is 

getting faster and faster, and the interval is getting shorter and 

shorter.

Multipolar RF Massage Probe

      4 polar body radio probe acts on the skin, can dermal collagen 
fibers is heated to 45 degrees -65 degrees, focus massage energy at 
the correct position to realize effects of skin rejuvenation and body 
shaping, fat remover, tighten skin; stimulate collagen cells and 
increases skin flexibility. Massaging fat, enhance blood 
circulation, accelerate the decomposition of fat, let you keep a 
slim body figure. 
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40K Cavitation Massage Probe

     Utilizing gathered strong sound wave explosion fat head of the 
emitted sound waves 4oK HZ into the human body(the body part 
with fat but not too many bones: waist, buttocks and thighs), after 
it allows the body's fat cells produce a strong impact, can 
effectively burn calories, moisture and fat cells blasting, fat cells 
decreased, so as to achieve the effect of slimming body and fat 
remover. Low energy, safe and effective.(attention: The water mist 
generated during the water test is caused by the high-frequency 
vibration of the probe, not caused by the heating of the probe )
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Tripolar RF Massage Probe

      3 polar face radio probe acts on the skin, can dermal collagen 
fibers is heated to 45 degrees -65 degrees, collagen fibers shrink 
immediately, so that the loose skin wrinkles are stretched, while 
stimulated proliferation of dermal collagen, prompting dermal 
thickness and density increase, so as to achieve the removal of 
wrinkles, slashing scars, restore skin elasticity and gloss to 
achieve firming, wrinkle purpose.
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Move in a clockwise circle around the navel 
from small to large;

1.Waist Area

2.Buttocks
Follow the buttocks counter clock 
wise in a circular motion from 
bottom to top;

A variety of massage methods 
are at your disposal to achieve 
the effect of decomposing oil 
and shaping the legs;

3.Thighs

4.From mode A to D, the speed of the vibration increases 
gradually. What’s more, it’s recommended that you use this 
massage probe 15-20 minutes for one time.
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5.Fix the frequency
If the 40K cavitation massage probe doesn’t work well, please 
fix the frequency by this way:

6.Fix the probe
If the 40K cavitation massage probe make very loud noise, 
please fix the probe by this way:
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